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SECTION I:

POLICY PURPOSE

The purpose of this policy is to outline procedures for obtaining approval for use of a City vehicle

from the available pool cars, and to monitor the vehicles and equipment on a regular basis to ensure

they are maintained properly.
SECTION 2: SCOPE

This policy applies to the City of Lewiston departments that own, control, or use motor vehicles and
equipment.

The Fleet Maintenance Division is responsible for answering questions relating to the provisions of

this policy.

SECTION 3: VEHICLE BOOKINGS

Departments which do not have a vehicle to utilize for travel for official City business may request

the use of a pool car ( a general purpose vehicle) from the pool car administrator. All applicable City
vehicle- use rules must be followed. By accepting the keys and fuel cards, the user acknowledges
understanding of the City's vehicle- use and fuel card policies.

The employee may either contact a pool car administrator directly to make reservations, or the
employee may reserve a pool car directly through the ' Car Reservation' Outlook calendar ( available
folders).
The reservation shall span the applicable timeframe on the calendar, and
include:

through the public

The vehicle number

The department requesting the vehicle
Occupants' last names
The destination
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SECTION 4:

BACK- UP PROCEDURES

In the event that the pool cars which are set aside for local use by a department are checked out for
an extended period of time, a back- up pool car shall be made available to that department. The
coordination of pool car coverage shall be handled through the pool car administrators.
SECTION 5: DRIVER RESPONSIBILITIES
5. 1 VEHICLE COLLECTION/ RETURN

All employees must ensure that they collect and return the vehicles within the specified booking time.

If the reserved vehicle collection time is before operating hours, it is recommended to adjust it to the
day prior to travel. Otherwise the pool car administrator will not be available to hand the keys over,

or go through the check- out process with the employee.
Upon

return, the vehicle shall

be

parked

in its

normal

lot ( and/ or

stall).

The keys shall be returned to

the pool car administrator directly, and not left in the vehicle. The administrator shall go through the

check-in process with the employee and verify the vehicle was returned in a similar state as when it
was taken. At this time, the employee should state any problems noticed with the vehicle to the

administrator.

5. 2 FUEL

When a pool car is checked out, the pool car administrator shall determine if the distance traveled

necessitates use of the fuel card, and if so, supply the card to the employee. The employee shall use
the fuel card for the assigned vehicle only, and utilize the employee' s own PIN.

While Fleet Maintenance funds the fuel for the general in- town use of the pool cars, any fuel used for
out-of-town travel will be charged back to the travel account of the employee that traveled. For

more information regarding the fuel card, please refer to Administrative Policy 16- 01.
5. 3 FINES/ PENALTIES

Any fines and/ or penalties incurred during the use of a City vehicle are the responsibility of the
person driving the vehicle. This includes but is not limited to parking infringements, red light and

speed camera infringements, and toll fines.

5. 4 ACCIDENTS/ INCIDENTS

In accordance with the Personnel Policy, all accidents, regardless of severity, must be reported to the

immediate supervisor, as well as law enforcement if there is personal or property damage. If a City

employee is issued a traffic citation as the result of an accident, the payment of the citation shall be

the responsibility of the employee, unless the cause of the accident is attributed to City equipment

failure.
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In the event of an accident, Fleet Maintenance shall also be contacted, as they will need to ascertain

any damage to the vehicle and determine if it can be safely operated, or make arrangements to have
the vehicle towed.

If an employee encounters an operational issue in a City vehicle, the employee shall contact Fleet

Maintenance and the appropriate arrangements will be made to correct the problem.
5. 5 PRE- START FAMILIARIZATION

Before operating any City vehicle, the driver shall familiarize themselves with the vehicle. The
following checks shall be done while the vehicle is stationary:
Walk around the vehicle to check for hazards before reversing.
Adjust the seat, steering wheel, and head rest if required.
Position the mirrors for optimal rear and side vision.

Check the position and operation of the turn signal indicators and windshield wipers.
Familiarize yourself with the instrumentation such as speedometer, fuel gauge, temperature

gauge, operating lights, hazard lights, clock, and heat/AC settings.

SECTION 6: POOL CAR ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSIBILITIES
6. 1 CALENDAR MAINTENANCE

It is the responsibility of the pool car administrator to ensure that the calendar reflects the actual use

of the vehicles. If a driver returns early, the booking shall be adjusted to ensure other users are able
to reserve the vehicles. If a vehicle is getting serviced, it shall be marked as unavailable in the calendar

to prevent other users from booking the vehicle when it is not available.
6. 2 CHECK IN/ OUT

A vehicle check-in/ out process shall be maintained by the pool card administrator. For brief vehicular
use within the City, the vehicle logging shall be up to the administrator' s discretion.

For travel more than five miles outside of City limits, the administrator shall perform a routine pretravel inspection. If the pool car administrator is unable to perform the routine inspection, the vehicle
shall be scheduled with Fleet Maintenance for a pre-travel inspection.

The
vehicle shall be fueled prior to out-of-town travel. The administrator shall verify the vehicle is
returned fueled by the driver through the check-in process.
6. 3 VEHICLE MONITORING

Vehicle monitoring shall be performed by the pool car administrators. Monitoring the vehicles shall
entail:
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Monitoring

vehicle

usage —

The administrator shall ensure that the pool cars are utilized
equally, so as to evenly distribute the mileage. This may involve coordination with Fleet
Maintenance to reallocate the vehicles to different locations.
Maintain logs —
Logs shall be kept for checking vehicles in and out.
Perform routine inspections —
Vehicle inspections shall be done monthly, or if the car is
booked for out-of-town travel.
Perform

regular

cleaning —

Pool car administrators are responsible for maintaining the clean

and tidy condition of the vehicles. If the administrator is unable to maintain the cleanliness of
the vehicles with on- site materials, they may use commercial facilities that Fleet Maintenance

has established contracts with. Contact Fleet Maintenance regarding the commercial facilities

to be utilized.

Coordinate with Fleet Maintenance to ensure that all preventative maintenance is undertaken

on the vehicles, repairs are done, and that changeovers occur as required.

Report any problems with the pool cars to Fleet Maintenance in a timely manner.

The
car administrator shall ensure that all documents and kits for each vehicle are up to date.
This pool
includes:
First- aid kit—
Fire

Confirm that one is in the vehicle, and replace any expired or used components.

extinguisher—

Confirm that one is in the vehicle, and ready for use.

Insurance identification

cards — Ensure that most current

insurance

card

is in the vehicle.
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Fleet Maintenance Division

EXPLORE

Pre- Travel Inspection & Check Sheet

iv„ 1'

RST CAPITAL

This form shall be completed by the pool car administrator before releasing the vehicle. An inspection shall be done prior to travel more than five miles outside of City limits, or

ifMaintenance
no travel is for
undertaken,
an inspection shall be performed once a month. If the administrator is unable to perform the inspection, the vehicle shall be scheduled with Fleet
a pre- travel inspection.
Pre- Travel Inspection:
Travel Dates

Driver

Vehicle#

Destination

User Dept

Year/ Make/ Model

Reason for Travel

License#

Odometer

Underhood
Ok Re.

eil

rINI

Safety

air

Ok Re. air

level

f. eatbelt condition( s)/ function correctly

Coolant
rake

IIIA Emergency instructions

fluid

MI: irst-aid kit
f ire extinguisher

indshieldwasher fluid
Engine belts

MI Vehicle insurance card is current

Engine hoses

Interior
Ok Re.

Exterior
air

MI Gauges/ instruments function
as

Ok Resair
correctly

level

III, A/ C and heater function correctly
MI Mirrors

ire condition and inflation

check ground for evidence of fluid leaks
ow and high beam headlights

Tail and brake lights

M4 lass condition

111 Turn signals

leanliness

mergency flashers

M.0` indshield wipers

Additional Remarks:

leanliness

Uo: ody condition

I, the pool car administrator, have checked the vehicle and, to the best of my knowledge, the vehicle appears to be in roadworthy condition. Any noted defects need not be

corrected for safe operation of the vehicle.
Administrator Signature:

Date:

Check- Out:
eys obtained
uel card obtained(

if applicable)

ti

r-

i

cyerformed brief visual inspection( body condition, tires, etc)
eceived brief familiarization( instrumentation, location of emergency items)

ondition of the above vehicle is satisfactory, and vehicle is adequately fueled.

By accepting the keys and fuel card, the driver acknoweldges understanding of the City's vehicle-use and fuel card policies.
Driver Signature:

Date:

Check- In:
eys returned

lauel

Performed brief visual inspection( body condition, cleanliness, etc)

card returned( if applicable)

erify vehicle was fueled before return. If not, have driver fuel the vehicle before completing
the check- in process.

Please note any observed warning lights, defects, operation or handling issues, or any other concerns regarding the vehicle:

The
pool car administrator acknowledges that the vehicle was returned in the same condition as it was loaned out, except as noted above. Any issues reported during the
vehicle check- in process will be immediately forwarded to Fleet Maintenance for resolution.
Administrator Signature:

Date:
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